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Plurio
Worktools - Comfort

In a world where multi-taskers must manage more information in less time, 

there is an increasing requirement for multiple screens. Plurio monitor arms 

offers numerous options in a scalable system that easily adapts to any 

application. Plurio also makes a valuable ergonomic contribution in that it 

ensures the user’s eyes are levelled with the screen, creating comfortable 

and healthy working positions. Plurio maintains multiple screen alignment 

across the entire adjustment range, helping the technology adjust to the 

user rather than forcing the user to adjust to the technology.

Modularity in Motion.

Monitors ‘move as one’  

throughout the entire vertical  

and focal adjustment ranges.



Single
D57E1

Dual
D57E2

Triple
D57E3

1 over 1
D57E101

Monitor size from 17 to 
30’’ in 16:9 

format

from 17 to 
24’’ in 16:9 

format

from 17 to 
24’’ in 16:9 

format

from 17 to 
30’’ in 16:9 

format

Max weight 
monitors

9Kg 2 x 9Kg 3 x 9Kg 2 x 9Kg

Vertical height 
adjustment

up to 310mm fixed height 
settings

Application Active Passive

Rotation 360° - portrait to landscape

Compressed depth 89mm

Tilt +10/-90° +10/-10°

Pan 180° 175° fixed, no adjustment

Functional focal 
adjustment

406mm 330mm fixed, no adjustment

Available  
features

Standard or extended 
column, w/handles

no handles

Material Aluminum, steel and ABS

Designed by Steelcase, Plurio is manufactured in the USA for the EMEA (Europe, 
Middle East and Africa) market. Sustainability actions and results are annually 
communicated in the annual Steelcase Corporate Responsibility report.
Plurio is theoretically 99% recyclable.
Visit steelcase.com to discover more about Steelcase’s unique ecodesign strategy.

Surface Material

SuStainability

 Platinum

Visit steelcase.com
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Plurio is designed to maintain the same focal distance – one screen to another regardless of adjustments. Horizontal cross member supports 

each monitor on the same plane. Unique, on-center mounting and Quick Connection points for fast and easy installation. Sliding VESA 

connection points to support displays up to 24” in multiple, 30” in single (16:9 format or 4:3 format).

Modularity in Motion.

Easy access handle for
instant functional focal
length adjustability.

Plurio Dual

with laptop support

Plurio Single Plurio Dual Plurio Triple Plurio Static  

one-over-one 

Unique two fingered 
“Feather-touch” tilt 
adjustment.

To change height setting 
use built-in Allen wrench
or 5/32” drill bit.

Adjustments

tecHnical inforMation StateMent of line

Fixing options

C-clampOn c:scape 
connect zone

Thru desk Integrated rail

EPD - Environmental Product Declaration


